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development environment so darn slow? Am new to MEAN stack. I recently downloaded the mean
stack and started learning. Even after reading a lot of articles I am not able to figure out why the

development environment is so darn slow. Am i missing any setting to make the development
environment fast. Am working on mongodb A: It is almost always a combination of two things:

Behind the scenes, HTTP requests are async, this means that they will be executed asynchronously -
meaning that when one finishes executing, another will be executed. The result is that requests are

constantly queued, which takes up a lot of resources. You most probably have the development
environment set to auto-connect to MongoDB - this means that every time you click reload in your

browser, it will connect to Mongo and perform a refresh. This is very expensive, as it means that the
mongodb connection stays open until you stop (or close) your browser. To fix the first issue, you

should click on your dev environment's server tab and stop any connections that are executing. If
that doesn't help, you can also start your Mongo connection via the mongo console by running
mongoose.connect() and let it connect to your DB server. Then, you can start a local server by
running MEAN stack's server.js file. [Carapax Truncatum in Africa. The results of a parasitologic

study]. The carapax of the shrew mole-rat (Ellobius chancheri) from various localities in Africa, as
well as the carapax of the mole-rat of the subspecies E. rowelli, was investigated microscopically.

The following species of parasites were observed in the carapax of the shrew mole-rat from
Cameroon, Sudan, Ethiopia and Kenya. Their prevalence ranged from 13.7% in the shrew mole-rat

from Cameroon to 75.7% in E. rowelli. The prevalence of parasites is age-dependent in shrew mole-
rats of all four localities. The following species were found only in the
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